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 James argues that no-one has ever tested the efficacy of any vaccine, nor offers anyone
established that vaccinating a human population against a specific disease led to the
decline or total elimination of that disease. When do the police powers of the state start
dictating personal health care options and foist upon men, women and children of most ages
compulsory medical procedures such as vaccinations? According to James, The Vaccine
Religion is definitely a 21st century Mass Brain Virus marketed by a multi-billion dollar hospital,
medication, and insurance racket and reinforced by the Globe Health Organization, the
United States Government and mainstream press.Why does the United States Middle for Disease
Control recommend that babies receive 45 injections of toxins known as "vaccinations" by the
time they are 6 months old?
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love this book written by my hero. I really enjoyed this book I must say i enjoyed this reserve. It
is so wrong and not natural and never intended by the real creator of life. A brilliant piece of
work. It can help to expose how pro vaccination propagandists have blinded people when it
comes to their healthcare options. Vaccination is actually junk technology and a kind of
severe child abuse. James debunks vaccine mythology and presents traditional fact supported
by several footnotes contrasting sharply with the unsupported tripe pushed progressively by
vaccine apologists.! Very recommended. Despite popular tradition, my only 'tattoo' may be the
residual scarring from my 1960s smallpox vaccine, one the few vaccines required for admission
to general public elementary college. The Struggle For Human Freedom  In 1990 I believed the
popular vaccine mythology. Read this book BEFORE making a life-altering decision The
Vaccine Religious beliefs: Mass Mind & My brothers and I experienced mild cases of what are
now referred to as "vaccine-preventable" childhood diseases. We were better for it. It clarifies
how vaccines are nothing but a a lot of money machine in fact it is doing us so much damage
psychically and mentally! "Not really you," is the implied message. Surely these vaccines wouldn't
be offered as aggressively because they are, one reasons, in the absence of a good amount
of sound studies proving protection and efficacy.I was born in the 1950s when Us citizens were
in the peak of health insurance and baby mortality was low. Foolishly, I 'opted-in.' The silver
lining gleaned from learning to be a vaccine cripple may be the critical thinking abilities the
life-altering knowledge develops.There is absolutely no syndrome recognized as 'vaccine injury.'
Suggestions provided by doctors often make matters worse. I quickly rejected them and sought
my own experts and path to recovery.!Walene James' reserve, The Vaccine Religion' is most
beneficial read before families have babies or before any individual considers acceptance of
a vaccine routine to help expand their education, profession, or a variety of coercive
rationales. Mrs. The pro vaccination forces will not prevent until they vaccinate every guy,
woman, and child making use of their unproven vaccine poisons! James's remarkable chapter
on poliomyelitis is certainly enlightening since it presents alternative theories from the 1940's
and 50's that clarify how polio might have been caused. On the other hand, the establishent
agenda incites hysteria, concern with the 'next big germ,' to market mass injection of
manipulated pathogens, heavy metals residual from production or added for serum
preservation, and carcinogenic chemical substance adjuvants into living individual vessels
using a one-size-fits-all approach.I was privileged to help make the delightful author's
acquaintance in August 2004 and wonder how much different my life will be today if we had
met years sooner. I highly recommend this book. Basically amazing, DO READ! I loved this book.If
one is luckily enough to connect to a vaccinator who even acknowledges there are sometimes
rare side-efects, it is likely with a wink and a nod. I've carried out a substantial amount of
research upon this topic and believe that every parent should be free to make decisions for
their own children. Have obtained copies for colleagues.I pay my respects and utmost because
of the author, who did a great job at explaining the details and history of vaccination! This
book gives you the equipment to begin to fight back against the vaccine tyrants which are
enthusiastic about profits over human health. During this procedure I witnessed how vaccine
promoters rewrite background to suit their agenda. Think outside the box rather than believing
everything you are told by big pharma and govt Since you can find obviously people leaving
one star reviews which have not even bothered to learn this book, I shall do the same,
however, give it a 5 superstar review.I would recommend everyone with just a little sense of his
own to read this book and appearance into vaccines before vaccinating their very own child
or themselves. The Vaccine Church Walene James's most recent treatise "The Vaccine Religious



beliefs" examines the warped cultural minefield that has trapped most People in america into
believing the impossible notion that vaccines, composed of incredibly toxic elements, are
keeping infants and children from dreaded illnesses. We now know in 2012 that nothing at all
could be further from the truth."The Vaccine Religious beliefs" is packed with facts about the
hazards of vaccines.I recommend this publication to anyone who queries the use of vaccines
and who has the courage to seek the reality.Walene James encourages personal
responsability: diet, exercise, rest, avoidance of poisons and common sense to develop,
maintain, and protect an inpenetrable host. Some causative elements mentioned include low-
blood sugars, excessive usage of refined carbohydrates, lack of vitamins in the diet, exposure
to pesticides, vigorous exercise, and the precipitating effect of the DPT vaccine.The book's real
contribution is in explaining the way the "mass mind" principle used by our government, the
mass media, and corporate greed freaks, promotes fear and guilt tactics to get us to
accomplish what they want; inject extremely poisonous vaccines into every American and
convince us that it's a good thing.This book will shock the uninitiated but is necessary reading
for anybody who has ever questioned why the barbaric practice of vaccination has flourished
for the last 200 years. Beginning with cowpox legend Edward Jenner, it continues to the
present era.
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